
Rebranding Project
Through intensive research and analysis, create a 
strategy that includes six brand attributes and a 
solution plan for Hisense to folllow in the future.



Founded in 1969, Hisense is a Chinese multinational home appliances 
and electronics manufacturer. It has grown into a global electronic and 

information conglomerate.



Hisense lacks of the leading impact in the industry.

LG

PhillipesSumsung

Apple

Haier

Sony



It is important for Hisense to build a strategy that can create more value 
to the customer, and make the brand meaningful to them.

–Compete in existing market space

–Exploit existing demand 

–Beat the competition

–Make the value–cost trade–off

–Create uncontested market space.

–Make the competition irrelevant.

-Create and capture new demand.

–Break the Value–cost trade–off.



Research and Discovery



in additional automotive
revenue potential in 2030

1.5 Trillion

increase from about 
$3.5 trillion in 2015 

Millennials’ share of the 
new-car market in 2015.

50% 28%
new cars sold in 2030 may 
likely be a shared vehicle.

1/10

Future of Mobility



Autonomous Living

Smart Home Technology Autonomous Driving. Consumer Mobility 
Behavior Changing



Technology: Telecommute
Wi-Fi Hotspot InternetCloud Mobile Phone Laptop Knowledge Economy: 

The use of knowledge to generate tangible 
and intangible values. (Marketing, design, IT, 
writing, media, tutoring andconsulting, etc. )

Work Remotely



RV lifestyle

See parts of the world while maintaining 
their incomes via telecommuting-enabling 
technology.

7 years continuously shipments growth 
of RVs. In 2016, gain of 15.1% over the 
previous year.

Experience nature and outdoor activities and 
enjoy quality family time. (Travel with pets, 
business, outdoor sports and other leisure
activities.)



The rate of freelancers 
by 2020

Jobs in 2050 will be in the spent on traveling a day

40% 20% more 2.5 billion

Lifestyle Edits



Brand & Consumer Research



Consumer Archetypes

Multigenerational Household 

Slow Down life

Future Explorer

Fresh Face in Society

Technology Enthusiast

Budding Entrepreneur

Innovators                     Early adopters                     Early Majority                       late Majority                   Laggards



Consumer Insight Interview 

Coco, Age: 25
Students

“I hope these consumer electronics can have some 
humanity, more user friendlier.”

“I enjoy driving. I like the car space. It gives me just 
enough room and privacy. Car is like my second home.”  

Heli, Age: 53
Businessman

“I always want to try the products before I buy it, espe-
cially if I'm buying something technical/expensive.”

Early Majority      

Early Majority      

Early adopters     

Henryi, Age: 22
Financial Analyst
Own A Startup Consulting Company



Positioning Matrix

Tech FocusUser Focus

Premium

Affordable
Multigenerational Household 

Slow Down life

Future Explorer

Fresh Face in Society

Technology Enthusiast

Budding Entrepreneur

Oppotunity:
User focused products with 
premium and personalized 
design.

Consumer Electronics



Positioning Matrix

Multigenerational Household 

Slow Down life

Future Explorer

Fresh Face in Society

Technology Enthusiast

Budding Entrepreneur

Smart home and 
Autonomou vehicle 

On the GoHome

High intelligence

Low intelligence

Oppotunity:
Blend car&home



Brand Strategy



Value Proposition

Connected Experience
A smart assistant system connects all the hisense products 
to provide a convenience for living, travelling, and working.

Humanized Technology
Sustain an emotional attach between human and machine by 
collecting information from user and make a better guess to 

what they will need or want.

A Shareable Future
Reorganizing the resource by creating a sharing platform, which 

allows user to share the resource/ product when they are not using.



Brand Attributes

Hisense/Future

Hisense/Now

Reliable
System

Seamless convenience

Autonomous Living

Shareable Future

Humanized 
Technology

Ubiquitous Presence



Branding Roadmap
Short Term (0-3 years) Long Term (5-10 years)Mid Term (3-5 years)

Multigenerational 
Household 

Slow Down life

Fresh Face in Society

Early 
Majority       

Products       

Late 
Majority         

Laggards       

Early adopters

Innovators 

Future Explorer

Technology 
Enthusiast

Budding Entrepreneur

 Autonomous objects and AI system that work 
together to create an environment, which will 
offer the right entertainment for the 
appropriate feeling for both home and 
on–the–go. 

–IoT: Connect all Hisense home appliances together to create a 
complete experience with smart home.
– Free travel tickets and hotels for selected customers. (Awake the 
awareness of living with experiences instead of with objects 
through providing).
 

Blend Car&Home
–AI assistant for controlling Smart homes and vehicles.
–Living–room like car interior for autonomous driving. (Partnership) 

Marketing
Design a strong visual language for the brand. 

Advertising products and brands through 
social media such as Facebook, Instagram, 
Wechat, etc.

Create brand experience store and allow 
consumer to experience products.

Awake the awareness of living with experienc-
es instead of with objects. 

Finding partner to explore the future of mobility 
especially in remotely working and living.

“The Biggest Catchment”. Understand the three tiers of non-customers.
1. Tier one: “soon-to-be”
2. Tier two: “refusing”
3. Tier three: “unexplored”

Sales 
Channel

Pop up store that provides experiences and advertising 
products.

Hisense retail store, where people can purchase 
Hisense’s products and have customer service.

Developing E–commerce portals.

Experience center show concept product and 
allows user to test with them and order special 
edition and personalized products.

Education center 



Hisense Venture Life


